PIANO SOLO

ANNA CHANDLER'S SONG

SUCCESSES AS SUNG BY HER IN THE LEADING VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

WORDS BY JOE. GOODWIN

MUSIC BY GEORGE W. MEYER

THE PARADISE RAG 60
ITALIAN GIRL 60
I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER 60
I'M CRAZY 'BOUT THE TURKEY TROT 60
Take Me Back To Dear Old Dixie.
Words & Music by R. M. STULTS.

You Are The Light Of My Life.
Words & Music by R. M. STULTS.

As Deep As The Deep Blue Sea.
(Song For Low Voice)
Words by RENE BRONNER.
Music by H. W. PETRIE.

Dreaming Of You.
(Sweet Be Thy Dreams Of Me)
Words by RENE BRONNER.
Music by H. W. PETRIE.

It's Time To Close Your Drowsy Eyes.
BY HENRY FRANTZEN.


COMPLETE COPIES FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.
"I Live Up Town" This song is a gem; melody that is sweet and catchy; A story that is novel and pretty Get this song to- day. It is splendid.
Turkey Trot. = 5.

A Most Beautiful Ballad “My Rosary Of Dreams” This song is positively a

gem. Semi–high class, both in melody and lyric.
Turkey Trot. 25.

A splendid baritone or bass solo "As Deep As The Deep Blue Sea" by the peerless writer, H.W. Petrie, whose fame as the Composer of "A Sleep In The Deep" is world wide.
Turkey Trot.—8.

Have You Heard "Love's Sentence"? It is the most novel song we have ever published—unique, original, and sweet.
“Bring Back My Golden Dream” A Ballad of sterling merit; a song that will live forever. A Masterpiece both in melody and words.
A Big Song Success and the Best Waltz Published in Years

"THE PARADISE RAG"

ANNA CHANDLERS

SONG Successes as sung by her in the Leading Vaudeville Theatres

WORDS BY JOE GOODWIN

MUSIC BY GEORGE W. MEYER

That Paradise Rag.
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Waltzes.
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